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The Arts are Basic to the 
Human Experience . We have 
never discovered a culture on 
this planet—past or present 
that doesn’t have music, art, 

and dance.

1. The arts play an 
important role in 
human development, 
enhancing the growth of 
cognitive, emotional and 
psychomotor pathways.

2. Schools have an 
obligation to expose 
children to the arts at 
the earliest possible time 
and to consider the arts 
as a fundamental—not 
an optional—curriculum 
area.

3. Learning the arts 
provides a higher quality 
of human experience 
throughout a person’s 
lifetime.

Why Teach the Arts?

“ “



Mr. Grandy’s First Grade worked with the book, 
“My Many Colored Days” by Dr. Seuss. Students 
chose music that best fit their group’s emotion: 
red = happy, orange = silly, etc. They improvised 
movement ideas such as axial, locomotor and 
energy to express their emotion. After sharing 

their movement ideas with the class they 
generated descriptive words to describe the 
movements.  For example, happy = swinging arms 
ending in a twirl. 

Under the direction of BTSALP Dance Specialist, Jean Gardner, Wasatch 
Elementary School students, in the Salt Lake City School District, 

Ms. Wolfe’s Second Grade spent this trimester 
going deep into the visual arts and 5 selected 
artists. In dance, they worked together to 
choreograph a dance about the elements of art: 
line/dots, form, texture, color, value, and space. 
They danced to the music of Brandenburg’s 
Concerto #3. What an amazing group! 

Get Their Dance On!



“ “

Ms. Fuller’s Third Grade presented “It’s All About Time” 
(measured time - years, days, hours, minutes, as well as 
unmeasured time.) Through dance they explored idioms of 
time - “Third time’s the charm!”  “Time is money.” Each student 
chose their favorite time idiom and created a movement 
phrase expressing that idiom.  They taught their movement 
phrase to their small group and together they choreographed 
a way to put together all their individual movement phrases.  
Their spoken idioms were incorporated into the beginning of 
the dance and they wrote their idioms on a t-shirt and wore 
them as costumes 

Ms. Farrell’s Fourth Grade took the story, “Stone Soup” and adapted it to take place during the early 
Utah pioneer time period. In dance/drama (with Meighan Smith and Ms. Farrell) the class developed 
an original script retelling the story.  They learned the Virginia Reel and then “deconstructed” the 
dance. As characters set the table for the feast at the end of the story, each small group danced their 
own reconstructed section of the Virginia Reel.  

The dance is over, the 
applause subsided, but 
the joy and feeling will 
stay with you forever.

- W. M. Tory



Mr. Haslam’s Fifth Grade class has been learning 
about the five tribal regions. They found a story 
from each region and created puppets; shadow 
puppets, stick puppets, hand puppets, and 
jointed puppets. Before each puppet show, the 
dancers and their puppets were introduced with 
an original dance. These dances were created 
using imagery from their regional environment 
and their stories. Filmed versions of the puppet 
shows were shown on the “big screen.”

Sixth Grade students performed in the 8th Annual 
Veterans Day Celebration! 

Courage 
Someone once said that the only thing to fear is fear itself. 
But now we are saying the courage is more than you think. 

Courage is like a mountain sturdy and strong. 
You may face your worst fear, or lose what you hold most dear. 

Take courage. 
Be daring and bold. 

Courage is standing up for 
what you believe in. 

Courage is being the first and 
the last. 

Courage is loving someone 
and being true to your 

feelings. 
Courage is saying goodbye 

and saying hello. 
Courage is facing your fear 

and finding a new one 
And then facing fear again. 
Courage is fighting for your 

freedom. 
Courage is beyond your 

wildest dreams. 

- Ms. Hunter’s Sixth Grade 
2014-2015 


